
There are Geocaches  in Durland!! 

Six Geocaches are hidden within Durland Scout Reservation 
for Scouts and Scouters to find! The caches are located using a 
GPS receiver (a.k.a. your phone), the coordinates, and clues 
provided for each cache. An encrypted hint is provided for 
some caches and can be “de-coded” using the table at the 
bottom of the cache information.  
The rules are simple: 

• If you take something form the cache, leave something for
someone else to find. (Patches and other scouting-related
items are good for trading at these caches)

• Sign the log book to record your visit to the cache.
• Re-hide the container just how you found it.
• Have fun!!

The caches are all hidden very close (less than 20 ft) from 
trails. Stay on trails as much as possible to limit your impact 
on the environment (Leave no Trace). As always, follow the 
rules for safe hiking when searching for these treasures! 



Durland Geocaches 
Sperling Number 1 and 2 

41.4212382N 73.8423548W 
Located just off the Red trail next to the latrine so you have something to do while your friend is going 
Number 2.  
Hint:   Va gur ebpxf va fvtug bs yngevar 
Size: Large    Terrain: Easy    Difficulty: Easy 

End of the Road 
41.426136N 73.827191W 
Located at the end of the yellow trail just off to the side. 
Hint: Ybbx sbe n gerr jvgu n I-funcr 
Size: Medium    Terrain: Moderate Difficulty: Moderate 

Blue Rock 
41.4267359N 73.8452006W 
This cache also has great views and has a great sunset view if done that late. 
Hint: Va gur ebpx 
Size: Medium    Terrain: Moderate  Difficulty: Moderate 

Night Cache 
41.42607N 73.84147W 
You will need your headlamp for this cache. The coordinates will take you to the first reflective marker. 
From this marker, find the next marker on the trail. Follow the markers to the cache- there will be 4 total 
markers. If with a group, it is best to search for markers using only one headlamp.  
Hint: Ybbx va gerrf sbe znexref 
Size: Medium    Terrain: Easy    Difficulty: Moderate 

Pride Rock 
41.41585N 73.8422W 
This cache brings you to the middle portion of the camp. This is one of the more easily accessible 
caches. Near the tree where the woodpecker eats.  
Hint: Purpx gur perinffr jvguna gur ebpx 
Size: Large    Terrain: Easy    Difficulty: Easy 

The Settlement 
41.4325N 73.8309W 
Description: This cache is hidden in a very interesting location that not many people visit. PLEASE 
LEAVE EVERYTHING AS YOU FOUND IT AS THIS IS A HISTORIC AREA! You should only 
have to move the cover to the cache- nothing else needs to be moved to reach the cache.  
Hint:  Va gur ebpx jnyy ragnapr gb gur frgnyzragf. Bayl gur epbx pbirevat gur pnpur arrqf or zbirq 
Size: Medium    Terrain: Moderate   Difficulty: Moderate 

Additional Hints Code: (Letter above equals letter below and vice versa 
A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H  I   J   K  L  M 
N  O  P  Q  R  S  T  U  V  W X  Y   Z 


